Clinical relevance of thymidine kinase for the diagnosis, therapy monitoring and prognosis of non-operable lung cancer.
Whether thymidine kinase (TK) is considered a new diagnostic biomarker in lung cancer depends on it being superior to or adding further information to already established tumor markers. Here, we investigated its relevance in diagnosis, therapy monitoring and prognosis of patients with diverse forms of lung cancer. Pretherapeutic TK concentrations were analyzed by radioimmunoassay in serum of 181 patients with advanced lung cancer (53 small cell lung cancer (SCLC), 128 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)), 40 with benign lung diseases, 44 with benign non-lung-related diseases and 29 healthy controls. Diagnostic power of TK was compared with that of established lung cancer markers carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), cytokeratin 19-fragments (CYFRA 21-1), neuron-specific enolase (NSE) and progastrin-releasing peptide (ProGRP). Furthermore, TK courses of 29 NSCLC patients during cytotoxic chemotherapy were recorded and prognostic relevance of pretherapeutic TK levels was tested in 128 NSCLC patients. While healthy controls had low TK serum levels (median 2.5 U/l, 95th percentile 8.8 U/l), they were significantly higher in patients with lung cancer (median 4.2 U/l, p=0.014) and also in patients with benign lung diseases (median 5.7 U/l; p=0.002). Patients with lung cancer and benign lung diseases could not be separated by TK values. No noticeable difference of TK concentrations was further found in NSCLC (median 4.3 U/l) as compared with SCLC patients (median 3.7 U/l) neither in adeno cell carcinomas (median 5.4 U/l) and squamous cell carcinomas (median 3.0 U/l). In NSCLC, the best diagnostic capacity versus benign lung diseases was found for CYFRA 21-1 (AUC 88.2%), NSE (AUC 86.4%), and CEA (AUC 82.9%), while TK reached only an AUC of 45.7%. The best diagnostic profile in SCLC versus benign lung diseases was observed for NSE (AUC 93.9%) and ProGRP (AUC 85.4%), while TK did not have any diagnostic power (AUC 46.6%). Concerning therapy monitoring, TK was unable to discriminate between the various response groups, neither pretherapeutically, nor before therapy cycles 2 and 3. However, pretherapeutic TK levels showed high prognostic value for overall survival in NSCLC patients: While median survival in patients with TK levels >or=20 U/l was only 3.1 months, it was 9.0 months in patients with TK levels <20 U/l. In multivariate analyses, TK remained an independent prognostic marker, along with the clinical variables stage and performance score. Although the performance of serum TK for diagnosis and therapy monitoring of advanced lung cancer was poor, it has a promising prognostic relevance which will have to be further validated.